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Article abstract
Local Authority and Urban Planning Stratégies in Québec Metropolitan Areas
The central cities of Quebec's three metropolitan regions - Montreal, Quebec
and Hull - are subject to overriding forces restricting and defining what they
may do. Economic decline during the 1970's assumed a specific profile :
industrial stagnation for Montreal, a severe slump in business investment for
Quebec and Hull, and striking development of the service sector in all three
central cities.
In a reasonably tranquil political setting favoring things progressive and new,
Montreal, Quebec and Hull have formulated a number of planning strategies
thus far in the '80s : management and budgetary accountability, attempts to
maximize use of existing installations through concentration and repopulation
in the urban area, and restructuring of societal relationships linking municipal
authority, business and the public. These strategies have led to a renewed
political alliance between spokesmen for an area's small businesses and the
investors whose redeployment they promote. As it happens, such alliances
develop only at a cost to the dynamism of popular forces receiving no
assistance from local authority.
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